
 

 

 

Attn: Mr Simon Nelder 

Team Leader – Crown and Major Development 

Planning and Land Use Services 

GPO Box 1815 

Adelaide SA 5001 

 

31 May 2021 

 

Dear Mr Nelder, 

RE: Southern Launch Space Pty Ltd – Proposed change of use (Application ID. 21006593) 

I write to you on behalf of the Conservation Council SA to express strong opposition to the proposed 

change of use application by Southern Launch (ID. 21006593) from ‘conservation’ to ‘commercial / 

industrial’.  

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comment on this application. 

The Conservation Council SA is an independent, non-profit and strictly non-party political organisation 

representing around 60 of South Australia’s environment and conservation organisations and their 

90,000 members. 

The Conservation Council SA recognises the potential economic benefits to our State from the 

establishment of a rocket launch facility on the Eyre Peninsula. However, the site under consideration 

– at least 100 hectares in the Whalers’ Way area – is wholly inappropriate for a range of reasons (as 

further evidenced in independent planning advice prepared by Regional Planning Directions, please 

find attached): 

1. High environmental significance: The area at Whalers Way is environmentally sensitive, with 
the development anticipated to destroy highly significant coastal vegetation and disturb 
threatened species. This is exactly the type of location that State and Federal environmental 
protection legislation is meant to protect. 

2. Federal-listed threatened birds: The proposed development site contains critical habitat for 
two birds, namely the Eyre Peninsula Southern Emu-wren and the White-fronted Whipbird (a 
western whipbird). These birds are listed as ‘vulnerable’ under the Environment Protection 
and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Cth). These two birds are predominantly confined to 



the southern tip of Eyre Peninsula, having suffered major range-reduction primarily due to 
habitat loss from land clearance, and habitat degradation due to large fires. Both birds are 
sedentary, weak fliers and have limited ability to disperse across cleared land, thus requiring 
dense, long-unburnt vegetation.  

3. State-listed threatened birds: Two State-listed threatened birds – the White-bellied Sea Eagle 
(vulnerable in South Australia) and Eastern Osprey (rare in South Australia) – will also be 
impacted. However, the proposed tests do not seek to investigate the impact on these birds 
or on other species. 

4. Noise: The cumulative noise impact from launching rockets from the site will likely also have 
a significant negative impact on birds and other native species living within the broader area. 
It is noted by the independent legal planning advice that the impact of the noise pollution has 
not been independently verified: “Without proper assessments of the biodiversity, noise or 
vibration impacts of the test launches, notwithstanding they will be of very short duration and 
infrequent, it is premature to conclude that the development will have only a minor impact.” 
[see: p3, Advice from Regional Planning Directions, enclosed]. 

5. Eco-tourism impacts: The Whalers’ Way area is an eco-tourism destination that may be 
jeopardised by the presence of a rocket launch facility. As noted in the independent legal 
planning advice: “While rocket launching may attract visitors, the development of this area 
will need to be very sensitively managed to avoid an erosion of its natural tourism resources 
contrary to the Code’s intent of promoting diverse, including nature-based tourism 
opportunities.” [see: p10, Advice from Regional Planning Directions, enclosed] 

6. Heritage Agreement protection: The proposed launch facility site is a Heritage Agreement 
property, an arrangement that is specifically designed to create long-term environmental 
protection under the Native Vegetation Act 1991 (SA) to augment the small fraction of 
environmental protection afforded via State-owned conservation areas. Whilst a change of 
use is of course legally possible, allowing the application to proceed still undermines the intent 
and purpose of Heritage Agreement protection. 

7. Failures against the Planning and Design Code: As a Performance Assessed Development, the 
proposal requires assessment against the relevant provisions in the Overlay, Zone and General 
sections of the Planning and Design Code, and we note that the Overlay provisions prevail 
over all others. The application either does not conform with or fails to satisfy (including but 
not limited to):  

a. Desired Outcome DO 1 or Performance Outcomes PO 4.1, 4.2, and 4.4 of the Coastal 
Areas overlay;  

b. Desired Outcome DO 1, or Performance Outcomes 1.1, 6.1, and 6.3 of the Hazards 
(Bushfire - High Risk) Overlay; 

c. Desired Outcome DO 1, or Performance Outcomes 1.1 and 1.2 of the Native 
Vegetation Overlay; 

d. Desired Outcome DO 1, or Performance Outcome 1.1 of the State Significant Native 
Vegetation Areas Overlay; 

e. Desired Outcome DO 1, or Performance Outcomes 1.1, 1.2, 3.1 or 4.1 of the 
Conservation Zone Overlay; 

f. Classification under a Visitor Experience Subzone; 
g. Desired Outcome DO 1 under provisions relating to Design; 
h. Desired Outcome DO 1 under provisions relating to Infrastructure and Renewable 

Energy Facilities. 



8. Permanency: Whilst the Conservation Council SA understands that the proposal is currently 
for a temporary facility, the impacts upon the highly significant coastal vegetation and 
threatened species will still be real. Further, the intent of Southern Launch Space to transform 
the site into a permanent facility is clear and well-known; the critical decision point is now, 
rather than once a facility is partially or fully built for ‘testing’. It would be unreasonable to 
allow the land use change to proceed under the tactical step of the facility being labelled 
‘temporary’. This is such an important point to stress that the independent legal planning 
advice that the Conservation Council SA has received on this matter has been quoted at length 
[our highlights]: 

“While the development is framed in terms of a very specific research purpose relating to 

the EIS, the overarching purpose is a commercial rocket launching or aerospace facility 

involving several steps on the path to a long-term change of use, including test launches. 

While decommissioning of the proposed short-term facilities is proposed, the test phase is 

a precursor to other development stages without sufficient discontinuity to be 

confidently defined as a short-term land use change. 

…notwithstanding the declared Major Project as it stands, this application has potential 

to establish existing use rights as a foundation for staged approvals via fresh applications, 

for example to vary an existing approval. The Major Project declaration is subject to 

variation, as occurred on 22 April 2021. 

The scope of a balanced assessment we submit involves more than assessing the impact 

of the temporary facilities on the ground… [and] consideration of the implications of a 

change of use that entails a longer-term use with more diverse and significant impacts.” 

[p3, Advice from Regional Planning Directions, enclosed] 

In conclusion, due to the significant number of systemic environmental concerns that it raises, the 

Conservation Council SA opposes the application for land use change by Southern Launch Space in the 

Whalers’ Way area. 

We encourage the company to work with the State Government to find a more environmentally 

suitable location. 

If you require further information, please contact me at craig.wilkins@conservationsa.org.au. 

 

Yours sincerely,  

  

Craig Wilkins  

Chief Executive 

mailto:craig.wilkins@conservationsa.org.au

